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ENLARGED FERN
Curated by Becca Lieb & David Muenzer

July 16 - August 27, 2016
Opening Reception: July 16, 2 - 5 PM

Moskowitz Bayse is pleased to announce Enlarged Fern, an exhibition of works by Patrick Michael Ballard, Reineke Hollander, Elka 
Krajewska, Annabeth Marks, Michael Richards, Eleanor Swordy, and Didier William. Enlarged Fern is curated by Becca Lieb and 
David Muenzer.

A paradox of art that employs systems, and claims objectivity, is that it holds a distance between artist and artwork, while purporting 
to have no distance between the work and the world. Within this paradox, the artwork is not a creation—it is an inevitability.

A composition, by definition, is a result of an individual’s choices and runs the risk of not engaging collective problems of society. 
However, as an unlikely state that flouts objective decision-making, a composition also may offer possibilities outside of the current 
of order of thinking. To imagine things not as they are is a form of political action.

Enlarged Fern embraces subjectivity and offers this poem:

An Angel en grand regard
refer-eed.

A gnarled rag freed a nerd,
and refer-ee en grand regard
feared danger.
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Refer-ee glared.
Red flag led grand range:

Rend-er leg and gal,
green and red,
and larger angle.
Rend-er freer, a grander dangle.

Enlarge a free genre
ere defer,
and dang,
a regal legend fled.

An end fer refer-eed rag;
an end fer angel en grand regard.

----------------------------------------
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